Open bilateral tibial shaft fracture: Case Report
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Abstract

Introduction: Leg shaft fractures are common, usually requiring a complex treatment, specially when they are open fractures.

Case presentation: This case report describes the presentation, surgical approach and complications of a 32-year-old man, who suffered a motorcyce accident, resulting in an open bilateral tibial shaft fracture (type IIIA + type IIIB Gustillo-Anderson classification) and right calcaneal Sanders type IV fracture.

Conclusion: The clinical case illustrates the challenging treatment options, with an excellent clinical and radiological outcome.
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Introduction

Leg shaft fractures are the most common fractures of long bones and reach mainly young men, as cause of traffic accidents and falls from height. Due to the high energy involved and scarce skin cover, these fractures frequently result in open fractures. The goal of this study was to present the complex clinical case of a patient with a bilateral open fracture of the leg shaft bones, as well the therapeutic options, complications and follow-up.

Case presentation

The authors present the clinical case of a 32-year-old man, previously healthy, who suffered a motorcyce accident, resulting in an open, comminuted, bilateral tibial pylon fracture, grade IIIA on the left and grade IIIB on the right, according to the Classification de Gustillo-Anderson and type III according to Rueli-Allgower. The patient also had a comminuted fracture of the right calcaneus, type IV in the Sanders Classification (figure 1). Prophylactic antibiotic therapy was promptly initiated in the emergency department. On physical examination, the patient presented palpable pulses and no neurologic deficits. In operating room, osteotaxy was performed with bilateral external fixation. At 2 weeks, after favorable clinical and radiological evolution, osteosynthesis with a plaque on the left lower limb was performed (figure 2). After 4 months, with soft tissue optimization, external fixation extraction and calcaneotibial arthrodesis were performed on the right lower limb (Figure 3). The left lower limb complicated with infection, having undergone antibiotic therapy and multiple surgical debridements. After 9 months, pseudoarthrosis with material failure was observed, and patient underwent material extraction and immobilization with a cast boot (figure 4). After 2 years of follow-up, consolidation of the fractures was confirmed (Figure 5). The patient was clinically stable with no evidence of infection, with slight mechanical pain (two points on the Visual Analogue Scale) and autonomous gait (figure 6). On the AOFAS (American Orthopedic Foot and Ankle Score) it scored a total of 65 points.

Discussion

Although open leg shaft fractures are common, treatment remains controversial and challenging [2,3] with no negligible early and late complications3. Infections occur in 5 to 15% of the cases, which can lead to other complications, such as delayed consolidation, pseudarthrosis or chronic osteomyelitis [3,4]. Pseudoarthrosis may occur in up to 5% of cases and is usually associated with open and comminuted fractures. The gold standard treatment is bone graft placement and osteosynthesis with plaque [5,6,7]. In the presente case, the authors chose material extraction, as a salvage solution, because the patient had undergone multiple previous interventions for infection treatment and the skin conditions were not optimal. Bone consolidation occurred with cast immobilization, a decision that is debatable but valid and proved to be effective. As described in other cases, amputation would be a tragic and final option. Other complications are joint stiffness, mal union and post-traumatic arthrosis [2,3,6]. According to the literature, the initial treatment for grade III A-C open fractures is osteotaxy with external fixation, as they are presumably infected with soft tissue damage. When clinical situation is favorable, definitive osteosynthesis should be performed [3,4,7].

Conclusion

In conclusion, the complex clinical case presented illustrates...
challenging and controversial treatment options that have resulted in a favorable clinical and radiological outcome.
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